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How to make life(like robots)
1. the inside (psychological “life” 

triggers and interaction) 

2. the outside (physical associations 
and texture) 

3. the dissonance (dealing with “alive” 
and “robot” at the same time)
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^ This is Cozmo, by Anki
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the outside 
(physical associations and texture)
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industrialjp (seriously look them up on youtube)
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How to make life(like robots)
1. the inside (psychological “life” 

triggers and interaction) 

2. the outside (physical associations 
and texture) 

3. the dissonance (dealing with “alive” 
and “robot” at the same time)



BuzzFeed / Katia Allen

the user

the object



BuzzFeed / Katia Allen

the user

the object

What is important about real ____? 

How will a robot ____ be different?



BuzzFeed / Katia Allen

the user

the object

What is important about real pets? 

How will a robot pet be different?



aibo  
pic



What is important about real dogs?
Pets offer lifelike interaction by playing with humans and 
learning tricks

It will look more robotic and be easier to take care of

How will a robot dog be different?



What is important about real dogs?
Pets offer lifelike interaction by playing with humans and 
learning tricks

It will look more robotic and be easier to take care of

How will a robot dog be different?

Why did you build this?
Because business, now please go away.



What is important about real dogs?
Pets offer lifelike interaction by playing with humans and 
learning tricks
They provide companionship, as well as a bond that 
results from responsibility and mutual care

(Dogs are work, and we know it, and that’s good!)

giphy.com



How will a robot dog be different?
It will look more robotic and be easier to take care of
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How will a robot dog be different?
It will look more robotic and be easier to take care of

A robot dog is a totally new category of creature that 
provides therapeutic, lifelike references to real dogs
while giving the human a feel-good bond through work 
(hw/sw upgrades, maintenance).

This relationship is a mesh between the relationship we 
have with external entities (dogs, cats, friends) and hobby 
objects and objects of use (gardens, cars, weekend 
projects)



The robot pets of the future are totally dope.



IxD for Robot Pets

A modern robopet should be simple in function, useful, easy 
to upgrade, and self-contained. 

A modern robopet should create a bond with the user that is 
based on function and maintenance and reflects the users’ 
relationships with themselves, much like a car or a garden. 

A modern robopet should use good design to imply and 
establish a picture of life that promotes bonding, rather than 
relying on inadequate technology to imitate the intelligence 
of a living creature.
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